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As a nursery owner and manager, you face a
unique set of business challenges. Whether it is
filling your nursery, recruiting and maintaining
staff, managing your accounts or communicating
with parents, your needs are shared with
thousands of others in your position.
A successful nursery website should play a central role in all of these
tasks and should be used to increase efficiency and reduce cost. This
handbook provides a number of tools to ensure that you are getting
the most from your website.

7 things every nursery should have
on their website
It goes without saying that a nursery website needs to be bold, colourful and
full of life to grab the attention of prospective parents and staff members.
But there has to be substance beneath the style.
Here are seven key features we think your
website must have:

1. Contact mechanisms
Whether you opt for a front page contact form
or a separate contact page, there must be at
least one simple way for your customers to
get in touch. Ideally you will be able to stay
connected by getting them to leave an email
address, perhaps by offering an incentive
along with a clear call-to-action.
By integrating your contact mechanisms
with an existing CRM or Parent Management
System you can streamline how you handle
your leads and enquiries.
If you don’t have a CRM yet, Eyes Down
can help you out with some simple lead
management tools.

2. Interactive map
If a parent wants to drop in for a visit or you
are recruiting a new staff member you will
want to make it as easy as possible for them
to find you without having to call the office.
This is even more the case if you run a multicentre nursery. See the LEYF website as an
example.

3. Job listings / Work with us page
Recruitment is always a headache in the
nursery sector so the more you can do to
attract suitable applicants the better. Rather
than spending time and money populating
job boards and directories, more and more
nurseries are running their recruitment
campaigns directly from their own website.
Options range from a simple job description
and ‘Apply to Join’ contact form to a fully
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integrated recruitment service as exemplified
by this Greenfields jobs listings page.

4. Parent portal
The parent portal is becoming a regular
feature in school and nursery websites,
forming a simple one-stop interface through
which parents can access anything and
everything they might need such as:
• View and pay bills
• Access event calendars
• Read reports and letters
• Ask questions and receive replies
As well as adding value for parents, a parent
portal will reduce administration and save
your business time and money.

5. Blog / News section
One of the best ways to stay connected to
parents and staff members while improving
your site’s performance in search engine
results is to use a blog or latest news page.
The more frequently you can add fresh
content to this page the better. For example,
you might post about:
• Event reviews (teddy bears picnic, World
Book Day, children’s activities etc.)
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• Achievements and awards (OFSTED
reports, industry awards etc.)
• Personalities (team profiles, recognitions,
manager’s thoughts etc.)
• Industry news
Consider integrating social media icons to
make it easy for parents and staff to share
interesting content.
To find out how your blog can help you rank
highly in the search engines, read our SEO for
Nurseries article.

6. Testimonials
Today’s consumers are being conditioned to
look for reviews everywhere they go. As a
result, interested parents will almost certainly
be casting a critical eye over your site looking
for feedback from other mums and dads.
A great way to put them at ease is to pick a
handful of your favourite testimonials and
scatter them liberally across your website.

7. High quality photographs or
video content
Although a nursery website is much more
than a pretty picture, images – especially of
children smiling, laughing and having fun – are
crucial. When parents and their children see
those pictures they begin forming a positive
mental association between your nursery and
fun times.
The quality of your images (and/or video
footage) is so important that it is worth
allocating some budget to a professional
photographer with plenty of experience of
working with children.

By including the above features in
your nursery website, you will
maximise both its visual appeal and
its functionality, upgrading it from a
simple website into a powerful
central hub for your business.
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CASE STUDY

London Early
Years Foundation
LEYF is a social enterprise running 37 community nurseries
across London.

●●

●●

Since launching their new site, the group have benefited from a 35%
increase in web enquiries, have filled more nursery places and have
acquired new nurseries.
Staff report that the nursery application process is quicker and
easier to manage.

Our design even won the 2016 NMT Best Website Award!
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The process
First, we hosted a half-day stakeholder
workshop. Activities included identifying
content priorities, modelling user journeys and
looking at layouts. We then created a site map
and wireframes for key webpages.
LEYF centres are distributed throughout
London. We made it easy for visitors to find

●●

them using a search function powered by
Google Maps.
We brought together several functions (e.g.
online job and nursery applications) in a
customer portal and designed a bespoke CMS.

The end result was a visually engaging design which met the objectives
identified at the stakeholder workshop.

Great content, tech
and design. The new
site is now serving
many purposes and
audiences who have
different questions.
- LEYF
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5 reasons why your nursery website
must be mobile-friendly
The best nursery sites are bright, bold and easy to use with plenty of useful
features for staff and parents alike. However, they are not all mobilefriendly.
This article highlights five key reasons why
thinking mobile is always a smart move.

1. Mobile is popular
Adults consume about 66 hours of online
content per month via their smartphones
according to a 2017 report by ComScore.
An Ofcom study from 2016 revealed that 72%
of UK respondents used smartphones, only
just behind the proportion of laptop users
(78%).
Combine these statistics with the growth and
increasing sophistication of messaging apps
and it is clear that the use of Smartphones as a
general IT hub is now, more clear than ever.

2. Busy parents are mobile
Parents rarely have a minute to themselves
and mobile-friendly is increasingly becoming
synonymous with parent-friendly as mums
and dads juggle everything from children's
activities and education to shopping and
housework.
Some real statistics from an Eyes Down
nursery client illustrate this fact.
The screenshot illustrates just how popular
mobile access is among nursery website
visitors.
Out of 2,829 sessions, 1,638 or 57.9% were
through a mobile phone and 163 (5.76%)
were tablet sessions. Had this client not had
a mobile-friendly website, two-thirds of their
visitors would have had a sub-optimal user
experience and may well have decided to click
away.
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3. User experience affects SEO for
nursery websites
If your website visitors are unimpressed with
their experience on your website then this will
negatively affect your visibility in the search
engine results creating a downward spiral of
reducing traffic.
Two key statistics that are affected by
unhappy web users are 'bounce rate' (the
percentage of visitors who leave the page
without triggering any other requests) and
'session duration' (the time a visitor spends on
the page). These are prominently displayed on
the Google Analytics dashboard.
It is widely thought that from these signals,
Google calculates a metric known as 'dwell
time.' A low dwell time signals an unpopular
website which is likely to appear lower down in
search results pages – if at all.

4. Google want nursery websites to be
mobile-friendly
We may be unable to see what is inside the
search algorithms but we can make educated
guesses. For example, Google has made it
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very clear in the recent past what they think
about the use of mobile devices by actually
labelling mobile-friendly sites in search
results. They dropped this practice late in 2016
but only to declutter the results.
If you are interested to find out more about
how you can make your website attractive to
Google, see our SEO for Nurseries article on
page 5

5. A mobile-friendly website will
improve your brand
Childcare is as competitive as any commercial
industry and nurseries are constantly
competing for attention from parents and their
children. As such, every aspect of branding
needs to be given full attention.
Consistency is an important part of creating a
powerful brand and a website that appears as
good on a laptop as it does on a smartphone
will strengthen that message.

So is it all worth it?
As Google and other search engines adapting
their technology to cater for mobile devices,
nursery owners and marketing teams need to
insist that their chosen web developers design
with mobile in mind from the outset.
As nursery website specialists, with a proven
track record for creating engaging, userfriendly designs, Eyes Down can guarantee a
site that looks as good and works as well on
mobile as it does on the big screen.
Please contact Eyes Down for further details
on how we can bring your nursery website
ideas to fruition.

Consistency is an important part
of creating a powerful brand and a
website that appears as good on a
laptop as it does on a smartphone will
strengthen that message.
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CASE STUDY

Greenfields
Children's Centres
Greenfields is a community childcare charity which runs four
nurseries in Nottingham’s inner city.

●●

●●

●●
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Since launching their new site, Greenfields have filled their spare
nursery capacity.
The integrated recruitment portal has encouraged more job
applications and a streamlined application process.
A parent portal for communications and billing has been
comissioned.
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The process
We wanted to create a contemporary website
whick looks great but is also able to do the
heavy lifting of admin tasks.
Our bespoke CMS ensures easy editing,
seemless job application management and the
structure to add extra nurseries in future.

●●

Part of the project involved creating a new logo.
Following a three phase process, the 'Little
Memory Tree' was born, a logo embodying the
Greenfields ethos.
Greenfields' website is now simple, powerful
and resource-efficient.

Greenfields' website is now simple, powerful and resource-efficient.

Our new website
has helped us to fill
places and hire new
staff and has saved
our administration
team valuable time.
- Greenfields
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10 Twitter tips to help get your
nursery get noticed and save time
Twitter sees 500 million Tweets per day, so in order to get heard and have
your 140 characters noticed here are a few specific recommendations for
nursery teams.
This article introduces some of the
lesser known tips and tools that Twitter
power users use to raise their profile and
streamline their social media activity.

1. Include keywords and links
The real-time nature of Twitter and the
indexing power of Google can work together
really well for organisations using keywords in
their tweets. Tweets are almost immediately
indexed by Google so by adding relevant
keywords, your organisation could find itself
ranking highly on a relevant topic – at least for
a short time.
To improve the chances of your Twitter profile
being ranked over the long-term, ensure you
add keywords to your bio too.
Try to incorporate hyperlinks to external
content where possible (e.g. by sharing your
blog posts). According to online ad tools
provider Wordstream, tweets which include
links are 86% more likely to be retweeted.

2. Get handy with #Hashtags
Regular Twitter users will know that Twitter
has its own method of linking keywords by
using the hashtag (#) key. Any keyword can
be turned into a hashtag simply by including
this symbol in front of it (without spaces).
To discover popular hashtags for both shortterm and long-term visibility, the RiteTag tool
from RiteKit is very useful.
By typing a chosen hashtag into the search
bar (e.g. #nursery), you will receive an instant
list of suggested hashtags to link with it (e.g.
#jobs, #parenting, etc.) along with ones to
avoid.
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3. Curating with Twitter lists
Over time you will probably come across
people and organisations whose tweets you
regularly share – either because they provide
useful information for parents or colleagues
or simply because they fit in with your brand
identity.
Twitter Lists allows you to collect all of
these sources in one place and you can
create multiple lists for different purposes.
For example, you could group all of your
competitors into one list to keep an eye on
what they are talking about. Lists can be
public or private so make sure you select the
appropriate option.

4. Know your influencers
Getting your organisation on the radar of an
industry influencer can supercharge your
social media presence. Influencers are those
Twitter users recognised for having a large
number of followers and an active social
media presence.
Twitter Analytics (found under your account
icon), will highlight who your 'Top Followers'
are and this will often be an industry
influencer.
Make sure your Twitter account is prominent
everywhere (website, blog, directories, press
features, etc.) to make it easy for influencers
to follow you. Twitter Hours (see below)
are another great way to get linked with
influencers in your local area or industry.

5. Schedule your Tweets
Combining analytics with scheduling can
massively boost your social media efficiency.
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Analytics enables you to work out when your
followers are logged in to Twitter so that you
can send your tweets to go out at that time.
There are several tools that can specifically
help with this, Tweriod being one of the most
widely used.
However, most of the popular social
media management platforms (e.g. Buffer,
Hootsuite, Smarter Queue and Sprout Social)
include the ability to schedule Tweets for
maximum impact. The ones mentioned above
are either free or offer free trials but there are
many more out there.

6. Twitter hours
Twitter Hours are Twitter-specific online
networking events which can be found either
through directories or simply by searching
Twitter using the word 'hour' along with the
town, city, region or industry of interest.
By visiting the profile page of the Twitter
Hour organiser (e.g. @London_Hour) you can
find the day and time in which the event takes
place along with the hashtag you need to use
(e.g. #LondonHour) during the event.
Simply log in to Twitter during that hour
(it's good etiquette to actually be online at
the time) and post some Tweets about your
organisation using the relevant hashtag.
You are of course expected to retweet other
people's posts to your followers.

7. Embrace images and videos
Tweets which include images or videos are
far more likely to be retweeted than those
containing words alone. You can now attach
multiple images to a Tweet and tag up to
10 people using the 'Who's in this Photo?'
button.
None of this activity counts towards your 140
character limit so it is wise to make full use of
this facility to boost your impact.

8. Optimise your profile
The more of your profile you can complete,
the more tailored your Twitter experience
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will be and the more likely you are to attract
engagement. The more of your profile you
can complete, the more tailored your Twitter
experience will be and the more likely you are
to attract engagement.
Including keywords and important
information (e.g. opening hours) in your
biography will both improve your search
ranking and provide 'at a glance' info for
parents and other visitors.
Selecting the appropriate geographical
location for your organisation will help
people to find you online while colourful,
friendly photography in your profile picture
and background will portray an inviting and
exciting environment.

9. Talk about yourself – but not too
much
Striking a balance between self-promotion
and social engagement can be tricky but
Twitter Analytics can help you to gauge
which posts are attracting attention and
which are not working.

10. Quality over quantity
Finally, despite their brevity, remember that
each Tweet has the power to connect with
another parent, jobseeker or funder.
Every tree was once a seed and your next
Tweet could change the course of your
business. So don't be tempted to Tweet just
for the sake of it!

The above tips should give you a
head start over more casual Twitter
users but if you are hungry for more
insights into this amazing social
media platform – or some handson help with your social media
management, Eyes Down are ready
for your call.
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Search engine optimisation (SEO) for
nurseries
When parents, funders and potential staff members are searching online for
nurseries in your town or city you want to be doing everything possible to be
visible. This article will help you to achieve that.
Search Engine Optimisation (SEO) is an
awfully technical term for what is really a
simple concept – making sure that your
website is placed as highly as possible in the
Google (or Bing, Yahoo, etc.) search engine
results.

Removing the guesswork with Google
Analytics and Google Search Console
If you already have a website, it is essential to
set up (or ask your web developer to set up)
Google Analytics and Google Search Console.
This should take no more than half an hour
and will form the backbone of your SEO and
user experience research.
Google Search Console displays information
such as the number of clicks to your site and
the terms people are typing in to arrive there.
It also flags any security issues or indexing
problems and offers a range of tools and tests.
Google Analytics displays rich data on your
website including visitor demographics,
behaviour and devices. The level of detail is
astounding.
When you need to run tests, these tools will
enable you to draw accurate conclusions from
them. Without them, you are flying blind.

Auditing keywords and keyphrases
Keywords and phrases form the link between
the information your potential visitors are
looking for and the information you are
providing on your website.
The right keywords for your website are those
that are relevant to your services and that
attract the right type of visitor (e.g. parents,
jobseekers, funders, etc.). Well chosen
keywords will boost your place in the search
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results which will, in turn, make you more
visible.
Appearing on Page 1 of Google for a particular
keyword will increase web traffic dramatically.
There are many free tools that can help you
to source high quality keywords, including the
Google Keyword Tool, Bing Ads Intelligence
and Moz Keyword Explorer. These will show
you how often keywords are being searched
for and how easy it would be to rank for them.
There are also paid tools (e.g. SEMrush,
Ahrefs, Term Explorer, etc.) that can help you
to dig deeper once you have mastered the
basics.
You can use AdWords, Google's paid
advertising platform, to run mini tests on
keywords of interest by selecting them
for short advertising campaigns. Run the
campaign until you have had at least 200
clicks, pause it and then check your statistics.
This will give you a benchmark against which
to judge your SEO efforts.
When choosing keywords, be sure to include
location-specific variations (e.g. “Nursery
Clapham”). This will reduce the competition
and increase the relevance of click throughs.
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Page load speed
How fast your page loads is very important
to SEO. Page Speed Tools, another set of free
Google services, will provide invaluable tips on
how to speed up your page load time.
Simply click on Insights and type in your web
address and Google will spit out a report on
both your mobile and desktop performance.
The advice can be quite technical but this
should be within the capability of most
developers.
If your page loads slowly, the 'dwell time'
on your site is likely to go down as visitors
click away in frustration. This will undermine
your SEO. Slow pages will also mean Google
crawlers have less time to index your site
leading to fewer pages being indexed. This
is why Google are now making it clear that
optimising page load speed should be a
priority.

SEO and web content
Knowing a good keyword is one thing.
Knowing what to do with it is another.
Your keywords and phrases need to appear
in specific places within your website code
and also within the writing itself. To have an
effect on SEO, your web pages should each
contain at least 100 words of copy and contain
your keyword. Use the keyword naturally –
overusing it is termed 'stuffing' which can lead
to your site being penalised.
As a general guide, your keyword should also
be:
• In your title tag
• In your meta description tag
• In your main heading
• In sub-headings
By including the above features in
your nursery website, you will
maximise both its visual appeal and
its functionality, upgrading it from a
simple website into a powerful
central hub for your business.
14
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There is more on crafting titles and meta
descriptions below. Eyes Down clients are
given access to a user-friendly Content
Management System (CMS) which gives
them the ability to add and edit titles and
descriptions with no technical knowledge.
Heading and sub-heading sizes are specified
in the code by so-called 'H tags', with the
largest being the H1 tag. It is good practice
to only have one H1 tag and for this to come
before any H2, H3, H4, etc. tags.
Most website text editors will allow you to
highlight text and select a heading type.
You can also improve SEO by linking between
pages on your website using 'anchor text' –
clickable words within the content.

Be good to mobile
Is your website mobile-friendly? If you're not
sure, the Google Mobile Friendly Test tool will
tell you and give you a heads up about any
display problems.
With mobile performance now a key part of
Google's algorithm, Eyes Down build websites
with mobile in mind from the outset and this
is becoming standard practice across the
industry.
From a user point of view, busy parents tend
to be constantly on the go and using a mobile
device to access the web makes sense for
them. As the graphic below shows, mobile can
be very popular indeed with people visiting
nursery websites. Over 57% of the traffic to
this Eyes Down client's website came through
a smartphone with a further 5% using a tablet.

The title is used to create the blue heading for
your entry while the description makes up the
black text underneath the green web address.
By writing in an active voice with a clear call
to action, you will maximise the chances of an
impression turning into a visit.
Titles should be between 50 and 60
characters while descriptions should stay
within 160 characters to avoid being cut off at
the end.

Blogging for SEO
Blogs play a powerful role in SEO due to their
unique structure.
Each blog post is its own web page and can be
optimised for keywords and linked together in
the same way as any of your main pages can.
However, individual blog pages do not have to
appear in your menu and so won't bloat your
website navigation.

So what next?
We hope that the above has gone some way
into demystifying the world of SEO for nursery
websites.

More on meta titles and descriptions
As well as appearing in your written content
(as detailed above), it is vital that your
keyword is included in your title and meta
description tags. These 'meta tags' tell
Google's crawlers what your web page is
about and are also used when formatting your
web page's entry on the search results page.
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As specialists in designing and
building engaging, SEO- and mobilefriendly nursery websites, we would
be delighted to have the opportunity
to support you in creating or
upgrading your nursery website.
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CASE STUDY

Central Greenwich
Children's Centres
CGCC are a multi centre nursery group based in South London.

●●

●●
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Eyes Down carried out a rebrand for CGCC in 2016.
The brand has been implimended throughout their 4 nurseries and
will form the basis of an ambitious website project next year.
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Do's and don'ts of social media
marketing for nurseries
There are plenty of compelling reasons for organisations to make full use
of social media, but to realise the true potential of social media to promote
your services, there are a few guidelines to follow.
Here are a few key “Do's and Don'ts” of
social media activity that you should strive
to follow.

Do - Make a plan
Every post that you release into the wild says
something about your business and has an
impact on your brand image. The right kind
of Facebook post or tweet can strengthen
your connection with your audience and drive
home your core values. Therefore, every piece
of social media content should be carefully
planned for maximum effect.
The following tips will help you with that task:

Do - Know your audience
Whether it's existing customers, future
customers, investors or colleagues, every
social media post needs to appeal to its target
reader.
When designing a post, think about the
interests of your audience and not your
own. You will also need to ask or find out
where your audience is, what social media
channels are they using? Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram….? Then you can use the most
effective platform to reach them.

Do - Be time-conscious
As well as finding out where they prefer to
consume social media you will also need to
discover when they are using social media.
Many social media platforms provide analytics
about your followers which include this
information (e.g. Facebook Insights/ Twitter
analytics).
If you don't have this information, creating a
marketing 'persona' will help you to use your
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judgment. For example, scheduling a
parent-focused post to arrive when they are
most likely to be enjoying some down time
can make all the difference between your
post being read and enjoyed or skimmed and
dismissed.

Do - Social listening
The best way to understand the types of
content that your audience like to read (and
share) is to sit in the background and observe.
Make notes on the types of conversations they
are having and which ones tend to be shared,
re-tweeted or liked. Aim to post similar
content to maximise engagement.

Do - Consider advertising
Social media advertising is popular due to its
comparatively low costs and ability to target
very specific groups by both behaviour and
demographics.
Social media advertising is an art in itself
and it is worth thinking about getting some
specialist help to manage your campaigns or
at least provide consultation.

Do - Decide on your tone
The tone of voice portrayed by your social
media posts is a crucial part of your branding.
Consumer businesses may not wish to come
across as too 'corporate', B2B brands may
focus on communicating authority, most
organisations will want to sound professional
regardless of the other aspects of their tone.
Try defining your tone using a this Tone Of
Voice Matrix. Metrics for which you score zero
should be avoided in your tone. Any metrics
scoring five mean that they should be the
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Try defining your tone using a this Tone Of
Voice Matrix. Metrics for which you score zero
should be avoided in your tone. Any metrics
scoring five mean that they should be the
predominant themes for your activity on the
social media channels.
Ensure that your tone is consistent across
platforms and posts.

Do - Get advice
If all of the above seems too daunting or you
have further questions, feel free to contact the
team at Eyes Down for more advice.

Don’t - Rush your posts
Despite best intentions, it can be tempting to
share content or post on a whim. This is rarely
a good idea.
If you find yourself pushed for time, it is
usually best to wait until you can plan your
post properly rather than posting for the sake
of it.

Don't - Post pictures or personal
information without permission
This is clearly especially important when
it comes to a childcare setting. Ensure that
all staff in charge of social media activity
are compliant with your policies on child
protection, including photography and
publicity.
In most cases, parental permission will need
to be given for a child's face to be on a social
media post.

Don't - React publicly to negative
posts
Many people now use social media platforms
as a way to air their grievances about a
business or organisation.
The standard rule of thumb when it comes to
dealing with negative social media posts is to
respond quickly and publicly to acknowledge
the complaint but to resolve the issue
privately, either through private messaging/
chat on social media or through another
private channel.
Resist the urge to lash out publicly as this can
escalate a problem.

Don't - Go AWOL
A key to social media success is consistency
so you should try not to leave huge gaps
between posts. It is also important to respond
to messages and comments promptly so that
your audience know that you care about their
input.

Don't - Overwhelm your audience
On the other end of the scale, don't bombard
your audience with content in an attempt to
dominate their newsfeed.
Rather than increase their engagement, overly
active posters can find the opposite happens
as people start to tune out. In some cases,
people can get so annoyed by the frequency of
posts that they turn off notifications or block
the offending page or profile completely.

Don't - Be inappropriate
As well as obviously inappropriate content, it
can be easy to unwittingly post content that
some people may find offensive. Re-read all
posts before publishing them to ensure you
are not likely to attract criticism.
Also, be careful who you follow and like. Your
audience may be unhappy if you are seen to

Social media activity needs careful
planning and measuring – don’t leave
it to chance. For help and advice
please contact Eyes Down today.️

be associated with organisations who post
inappropriate or controversial material.
18
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Writing for the web – killer tips for
creating great copy
For websites great copy embodies the ethos and character of a nursery,
while communicating its message as efficiently as possible.
When it comes to website development
copywriting is something that often gets
overlooked, probably because everyone
knows how to write while web design is a
far more specialised skill.
Even though anyone with a reasonable grasp
of the English language will be able to write
perfectly OK copy for their site, it takes an
experienced eye to craft really great copy.
People read visual content instantly, in as
little as 13 milliseconds according to MIT, but
words take a bit longer to digest. With only
a few seconds to impress a website visitor
and convince them to stay, getting your point
across in as few words as possible is essential.
Here are a few key tips on how to create great
copy, from getting your thoughts down on
paper to proof reading what you've written.

The blank page
The most daunting part of writing copy
is the blank page, and the easiest way to
overcome this problem is to just start writing
and not worry about how good it is. This first
stage is all about getting your ideas down
in a document. Even just adding a title, and
subtitles to mark out different sections and
pages, helps to get the ball rolling.
If the words don't start coming for your first
paragraph jot down some key points in a
bullet-pointed list, or even just write a list of
keywords, and start to build around this.

Out of order
Once you've started writing don't worry about
the order. If you start writing the copy for
the home page and get stuck after the first
paragraph, jump to the middle, or even the
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ending. Often the ending of a page, or section,
will be a clear call to action – something that
should already have been decided.
In short if you're stuck just write the thing
that's most clear in your head first, no matter
where it sits in the document. It could be a
paragraph, a line, or a simple phrase. Even if
it's just the seed of an idea plant it in the copy
and it will help the rest to grow.

Keep it short
For general website copy a good rule thumb
is to keep things as short as possible. Unless
you're telling a story, like in an about page for
example, or writing a long blog post, the word
count for a webpage worth of copy should
never be more than a few hundred words. In
copy longer than 300 words key points will
start to get lost and the reader's attention will
start to wander.
To help improve readability for any piece
of text keep paragraphs short and break up
sections with subheadings.

Proof reading
Proof reading is the most important part of
creating great copy, and it doesn't just mean
spellchecking. Proof reading is everything
from finding and correcting typos to sensechecking the text to ensure everything is as
clear as can be.

For websites great copy embodies the
ethos and character of a business,
while communicating its message as
efficiently as possible.
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While a large part of proof reading is getting
on with it, rereading, editing and rereading
until all the problems have been wheedled out,
there are a few ways to make it easier.
One of the most effective ways of proof
reading is proof speaking. Reading the copy
you've written out loud will not only make
typos more obvious, but highlight areas where
sentences don't flow very well or are too long.
You'll soon know about the latter as you'll find
yourself getting out of breath if sentences
run on. Although this step can be a little
embarrassing locking yourself in a quiet room
and doing this a few times is a really efficient
way of fine-tuning text.
Another top tip is to read the paragraphs in
reverse order (though not the words) as this
will help you to focus the words themselves,
and prevent you from reading through the text
on autopilot.

Give it a day
It's amazing what a difference a day can
make, and how many missed typos can be
discovered when looking at a piece of copy
with fresh eyes. Letting something rest for 24
hours (or longer if possible) is a sure fire way
of putting some mental distance between you
and your text and regaining some objectivity.

Read after posting
Even after your copy has been signed off, put
in the backend of your website, and published
typos and spelling errors can still slip through
– sometimes they appear as if by magic. Don't
worry if this is the case as the wonderful thing
about the internet is you can easily update
and change mistakes. While the flexibility of
digital publishing shouldn't be abused and
used as an excuse not to properly craft your
copy, it does mean it's not the end of the world
if corrections still need to be made.
By keeping the above in mind while writing
for the web you'll be well on your to creating
engaging copy. Good copywriting is a craft and
shouldn't be taken for granted, but with a bit
of time and thought anyone can improve what
they write for the web.
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